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Light Up Your Party with an Igloo Party Bar
and More!

Spring has finally arrived here in the Midwest, and we just had a beautiful and warm

weekend! Weeks ago, I had planned a get together with a friend while she was in town, and I

was more than happy that the weather cooperated and we were able to have our first patio

party of the year. Since we had this planned for a while, Igloo sent me a few items to kick off

our summer entertaining including their new Party Bar and some Party Buckets!

I had seen the party bar earlier this year at

IHHS, and instantly fell in love with it. Not only

does it hold 125 quarts, but it has LED lighting

inside for some great lighting at night and

some pretty awesome affects. The lighting is

created by LIDDUP, and is controlled by an

easy push button on the back and is powered

by 4 AA batteries. When the cooler is fully
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assembled it has utility hooks that are great for trash bags, easy grab handles, smooth rolling

wheels and a bottle opener with a removable lid catcher. We chose to leave the bottle

opener off our cooler, since we don’t tend to drink beer or drinks with lids that need

removed without a twist. But have it stashed in case we choose to add it on later.

Assembling the cooler was extremely easy.

Inside the cooler were the two dividers and

the bin, the base and casters were set below it

in the box. In another box was the lid that

snapped on easily. The base requires you to

add on the caster wheels and you will need a

screw driver and wrench to get it together, but

this is easy enough to do by hand. If you choose to put the bottle opener on the front, you

may need to use a drill bit to get your starter holes going for an easier grip for your screws.

The cooler lifts off easily (when empty) from the base and can be carried on its own, but once

it’s full, you will want to use the base to help you transport your drinks.

The amount of space inside the cooler is

actually quiet amazing. Without the dividers

you can fit 212 cans of pop, or 158 with the

dividers in. We filled ours with different teas,

bottled water, organic soda and even used the

bin for 2 liters of other soda types. The

dividers not only kept the drink options apart

but as the ice melted it stopped them from

floating away or getting trapped below the water line. After the party, we actually left our

drinks out on the patio in the party bar – and it’s still there right now. We’ve been running

out to the party bar to get a drink when we need one, and three days after there’s still ice

inside! We keep the lid down and it continues to keep our drinks chilled.

We have a large patio, so I can see this party bar getting filled often as we have friends and

family over to barbecue and working in the yard. As the ice

in the party bar melts down, it still keeps our drinks cold, but

we need to remove the water inside. Thankfully Igloo

realized that their users wouldn’t want to tip such a large

cooler, or wouldn’t able to because of it’s size. At the bottom

they have included a threaded port for you to drain our the

water – unlike other coolers, this is completely plastic. For

me this is a big bonus, since it wont rust after a lot of uses or

if it’s left outside.

The Igloo Party Bar is available right now at Sam’s Club and

on Amazon and is going to be the highlight of your summer parties!

Collection closes in 167d 13h 37m. 
Let other people know about it through twitter.
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 But Igloo also knows that the Party Bar is too

big for some homes and uses. That’s why they

created their Party Buckets. They actually sent

us two of those as well for our parties – one in

red and one in blue. They come in grey and

purple too, so they can fit into your style and

party. The Party Bucket has two sturdy

handles for easy carrying and is insulated to

keep your drinks cool. The double walled design makes sure that the outside doesn’t sweat

so you don’t have to worry about it getting condensation on your table or whatever surface

you place it on.

The Party Bucket is deceivingly big inside,

holding 20 quarts. You can easily pack in at

least a couple 12 packs of soda with the ice

inside. For our party, I used one for wine

packages and cups and another for juice boxes.

That way the kids didn’t have any chance of

getting the wrong drinks.

After our party, it was easy to drain the extra water out of the party bucket and move it

inside. The easy to carry design and drain location makes it ideal for smaller parties, but I see

how I can easily use it in the garden to wash my vegetables and drain the water back into the

garden. I love the design and easy of use of all the products.

Igloo has made hosting a patio party not only easy but also pretty awesome. They’ve added

color and lights to set the mood for the party. These features are paired with their great

insulation and use of space make it a must have for this summer and your entertaining

needs!
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This post may contain links that are sponsored or provided by an affiliate company. All

opinions stated in this post are the authors. Products reviewed were received by the author

for free. Regardless, I only recommend products or services I use personally and believe will

be good for my readers. Read the full Disclosure Policy here. These links keep Week99er

blogging every day! Thank you for your support!
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